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(57)	 ABSTRACT
A method is provided for eliminating crystals in non-oxide
optical fiber preforms as well as optical fibers drawn there-
from. The optical-fiber-drawing axis ofthepreform is aligned
with the force of gravity. A magnetic field is applied to the
preform as it is heated to at least a melting temperature
thereof. The magnetic field is applied in a direction that is
parallel to the preform's optical-fiber-drawing axis. The pre-
form is then cooled to a temperature that is less than a glass
transition temperature of the preform while the preform is
maintained in the magnetic field. When the processed pre-
form is to have an optical fiber drawn therefrom, the pre-
form's optical-fiber-drawing axis is again aligned with the
force of gravity and a magnetic field is again applied along the
axis as the optical fiber is drawn from the preform.
21 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet
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ELIMINATING CRYSTALS IN NON-OXIDE	 drawing axis is aligned with the force of gravity. A magnetic
OPTICAL FIBER PREFORMS AND OPTICAL	 field is applied to the preform as it is heated to at least a
FIBERS	 melting temperature thereof until crystals in the preform are
eliminated. The magnetic field is applied in a direction that is
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION	 5 parallel to the preform's optical-fiber-drawing axis. The pre-
form is then cooled to a temperature that is less than a glass
The invention was made by employees of the United States	 transition temperature of the preform while the preform is
Government and may be manufactured and used by or for the 	 maintained in the magnetic field. When the processed pre-
Government for governmental purposes without the payment 	 form is to have an optical fiber drawn therefrom, the pre-
of any royalties.
	
	 10 form's optical-fiber-drawing axis is again aligned with the
force of gravity and a magnetic field is again applied along the
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION	 axis as the optical fiber is drawn from the preform.
1. Field of the Invention	 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING(S)
This invention relates to optical fiber processing. More 15
specifically, the invention is a method of eliminating crystals 	 Other objects, features and advantages of the present
in non-oxide optical fiber preforms and optical fibers drawn 	 invention will become apparent upon reference to the follow-
therefrom.	 ing description of the preferred embodiments and to the draw-
2. Description of the Related Art 	 ings, wherein corresponding reference characters indicate
Signal propagation through traditional silica-based optical 20 corresponding parts throughout the several views of the draw-
fibers is limited by the narrow band of wavelengths they can 	 ings and wherein:
efficiently transmit. Intrinsic losses due to Rayleigh scatter- 	 FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a non-oxide optical fiber
ing and infrared absorption limit the effective transmission 	 preform undergoing the magnetic field application and heat-
band of silica to visible and near-infrared wavelengths, with
	
ing steps in accordance with the present invention;
an absolute minimum signal attenuation of 0.16-dB/km at a 25	 FIG. 2 is a schematic view of the non-oxide optical fiber
transmission wavelength of 1.55 µm. In contrast, non-oxide	 preform undergoing cooling accordance with the present
glasses (e.g., chalcogenide glasses and heavy metal fluoride 	 invention; and
glasses such as "ZBLAN" (ZrF4 BaF2 LaF3 AIF3	 FIG. 3 is a schematic view of the crystal-free non-oxide
NaF)) are highly transparent from near ultraviolet to mid-	 optical preform being further processed to have an optical
infrared wavelengths. For example, ZBLAN has predicted 30 fiber draw therefrom in accordance with the present inven-
minimum attenuation coefficients approaching 0.001-dB/km	 tion.
at 2.0 M. The power of a transmitted signal decreases expo-
nentially as a function of the attenuation of the coefficient and
	 DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
fiber length, hence a 100-fold reduction in the attenuation	 EMBODIMENT(S)
coefficient has a tremendous impact on both signal quality 35
and propagation distance. The ability to transmit wideband	 The present invention is a method of processing non-oxide
signals through a low-loss fiber over significant distances has 	 glass optical fiber preforms to eliminate crystal structure
substantial commercial and national interest. 	 therein. The present invention is also a method of drawing
Non-oxide glasses are difficult to draw into fibers and tend 	 non-oxide, optical fibers from the crystal-free preforms to
to crystallize upon cooling. Crystallization causes internal 40 yield crystal-free optical fibers having improved light trans-
reflection and refraction of the transmitted signal, thereby	 mission properties. The non-oxide glasses that will benefit
increasing the attenuation coefficient resulting in signifi- 	 from the present invention's processing include heavy metal
cantly degraded fiber performance. Because of crystalliza- 	 fluoride glasses (e.g., "ZBLAN"), chalcogenide glasses, and
tion, the best transmission obtained to date with ZBLAN	 germanate glasses.
optical fibers is only about 20% of the performance obtained 45	 Referring now to the drawings, FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate a
with standard silica-fibers. Performance problems are caused 	 non-oxide glass optical fiber preform 100 that is to be pro-
by the low viscosity of the fluoride glasses at the temperatures 	 cessed in accordance with the present invention. In general,
required to melt and draw the optical fibers. Viscous shear	 preform 100 is a commercially-available, non-oxide optical
and/or gravity-driven convection cells form within the molten 	 fiber preform that has an axis 102 along which an optical fiber
glass fiber during the drawing process, creating crystal struc- 50 will be drawn. Typically, preform 100 is cylindrical with axis
tures within the fiber.	 102 being a longitudinal axis of the cylinder. As known in the
art, such commercially-available preforms incorporate crys-
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION	 tal structures (not shown) that reduce the light transmission
properties of optical fibers that are to be drawn from the
Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 55 preform. Inthe drawings, FIG.1 depicts the first portion of the
provide a method of eliminating crystal structures in non- 	 crystal-eliminating process of the present invention and FIG.
oxide glasses used to make optical fibers. 	 2 depicts the second portion of the crystal-eliminating pro-
Another object of the present invention is to provide a 	 cess.
method of eliminating crystals in non-oxide optical fiber pre-	 The present invention uses a combination of heat and mag-
forms.	 6o netic energy to eliminate crystals from non-oxide optical fiber
Other objects and advantages of the present invention will 	 preforms. Since the heat must be sufficient to melt preform
become more obvious hereinafter in the specification and 	 100, a material or housing 104 (provided about preform 100)
drawings.	 must have a melting temperature that is greater that the melt-
In accordance with the present invention, a method is pro- 	 ing temperature of preform 100 so that preform 100 maintains
vided for eliminating crystals in non-oxide optical fiber pre- 65 its original shape when it melts. In addition, housing 104 must
forms. The non-oxide optical preform will have an axis along 	 be a magnetically-permeable material so that preform 100 is
which an optical fiber is to be drawn. This optical-fiber-	 exposed to the applied magnetic field. Housing 104 can be a
US 7,848,606 B1
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pre-made container in which preform 100 is placed. Housing
104 could also be a material casing deposited on or applied to
preform 100.
Prior to the heating thereof, preform 100 in housing 104 is
positioned so that longitudinal axis 102 is aligned with the 5
local force of gravity or gravity vector illustrated by down-
ward arrow 10. Typically, suchpositioning and alignment will
occur within a furnace (not shown). With preform 100 so-
positioned, a magnetic field (indicated by field lines 20) is
applied to preform 100. In the illustrated and preferred io
embodiment, field lines 20 are parallel to axis 102 with the
field being directed opposite to gravity vector 10. However,
the present invention is not so limited as field lines 20 could
also be in the same direction of gravity vector 10. In either
case, the magnetic field can be applied in a variety of ways 15
without departing from the scope of the present invention. For
example, preform 100/housing 104 (along with the furnace
used to heat same) could be placed within a vertically-ori-
ented superconducting magnet, an electromagnetic field coil,
or an arrangement of permanent magnets (none of which are 20
shown for clarity of illustration) that applies field 20 axially
along preform 100 as shown.
Withmagnetic field20 applied as described, preform 100 is
heated as indicated by thermal energy lines 30 directed
towards preform 100. The amount of thermal energy must be 25
sufficient to melt preform 100 within housing 104 yet not
affect the structural integrity of housing 104. The strength of
the magnetic field and the length of time that it is applied to a
molten preform 100 are not limitations of the present inven-
tion as they will be dependent on the material composition of 30
preform 100 and the amount/types of crystal defects con-
tained in preform 100. In general, these parameters will be
selected to assure the elimination of crystals in preform 100.
These parameters could be determined empirically or could
be adjusted in real-time using a control system that monitored 35
crystal presence in preform 100 and used same to adjust heat,
magnetic field strength, time for heating, time for applying
the magnetic field, etc.
Once the crystals in preform 100 are eliminated, the second
portion of preform processing takes place as illustrated in 40
FIG. 2. In general, preform 100 is cooled while magnetic field
20 is applied thereto in order to prevent crystal formation.
More specifically, preform 100 is cooled as indicated by
thermal energy lines 40 directed away from preform 100. The
cooling of preform 100 can be accomplished using passive 45
cooling techniques, active cooling techniques, or a combina-
tion of passive and active cooling techniques without depart-
ing from the scope of the present invention. Various types of
cooling techniques are well known in the art.
Typically, cooling of preform 100 will be done in two 50
phases. The first cooling phase drops the temperature of pre-
form 100 to its glass transition temperature and holds this
temperature for a period of time sufficient to relieve thermal
stress in preform 100. This hold time will be dependent on the
material selected for preform 100. Magnetic field 20 is main- 55
tained during the entirety of this first cooling phase. The
second cooling phase allows the temperature of preform 100
to be lowered below its glass transition temperature. For
example, the second cooling phase could be complete when
the temperature of preform 100 is at an ambient or room 60
temperature. Magnetic field 20 should be maintained for at
least the early portion of the second cooling phase, e.g., until
the temperature of preform 100 is about 10° C. below its glass
transition temperature.
The advantages of the present invention are numerous. By 65
eliminating crystals from non-oxide optical fiber preforms,
the optical fiber that is ultimately drawn from the crystal-free
4
preform will have improved light transmission properties.
Further, the teachings of the present invention can be
extended to the production of a crystal-free optical fiber. That
is, as shown in FIG. 3, after preform 100 has been processed
in accordance with the present invention, an optical fiber 106
can be drawn therefrom along axis 102 in a way well known
in the art. In accordance with the present invention, optical
fiber 106 is drawn as magnetic field 20 is applied withthe field
lines thereof running parallel to axis 102 as described above.
In this way, crystal formation in optical fiber 106 brought on
by the drawing process is inhibited.
Although the invention has been described relative to a
specific embodiment thereof, there are numerous variations
and modifications that will be readily apparent to those
skilled in the art in light of the above teachings. It is therefore
to be understood that, within the scope of the appended
claims, the invention may be practiced other than as specifi-
cally described.
What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by
Letters Patent of the United States is:
1. A method of eliminating crystals in an optical fiber
preform made from one of heavy metal fluoride glasses, chal-
cogenide glasses, and germanate glasses, comprising the
steps of:
aligning an axis of said preform with a local gravity vector,
said axis defining a direction along which an optical
fiber will be drawn from said preform;
applying a magnetic field to said preform as said preform is
heated to at least a melting temperature thereof until
crystals in said preform are eliminated, said magnetic
field being applied in a direction that is parallel to said
axis; and
cooling said preform to a temperature that is less than a
glass transition temperature of said preform while main-
taining said preform in said magnetic field.
2. A method according to claim 1 further comprising the
step of placing said preform in a magnetically-permeable
housing that retains the shape of said preform as said preform
is heated to said melting temperature thereof.
3. A method according to claim 1 further comprising the
step of encasing said preform in a magnetically-permeable
material that will not melt at said melting temperature of said
preform.
4. A method according to claim 1 wherein a direction of
said magnetic field is opposite to the direction of the local
gravity vector.
5. A method according to claim 1 wherein said step of
cooling includes the step of holding said preform at said glass
transition temperature thereof for a period of time that is
sufficient to relieve thermal stress in said preform.
6.A method according to claim 1 wherein said temperature
that is less than said glass transition temperature is room
temperature.
7. A method according to claim 1 wherein said step of
cooling comprises at least one of an active cooling process
and a passive cooling process.
8. A method of eliminating crystals in non-oxide optical
fiber preforms, comprising the steps of:
encasing a cylindrical non-oxide optical preform in a mag-
netically-permeable material having a melting tempera-
ture that is greater than a melting temperature of said
preform, said preform having crystals formed therein,
said preform made from one of heavy metal fluoride
glasses, chalcogenide glasses, and germanate glasses;
positioning said preform so-encased such that a longitudi-
nal axis of said preform is aligned with a local gravity
vector;
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applying a magnetic field to said preform so-encased such
that magnetic field lines associated with said magnetic
field are parallel to said longitudinal axis of said pre-
form;
heating said preform so-encased to a first temperature as s
said magnetic field is applied thereto, said first tempera-
ture being at least equal to said melting temperature of
said preform but less than said melting temperature of
said magnetically-permeable material;
maintaining said steps of applying and heating until said io
crystals in said preform are eliminated; and
cooling said preform to a second temperature that is less
than a glass transition temperature of said preform while
maintaining said preform so-encased in said magnetic
field.	 is
9. A method according to claim 8 wherein a direction of
said magnetic field lines is opposite that of the local gravity
vector.
10. A method according to claim 8 wherein said step of
cooling includes the step of holding said preform so-encased 20
at said glass transition temperature thereof for a period of time
that is sufficient to relieve thermal stress in said preform.
11. A method according to claim 8 wherein said second
temperature is room temperature.
12. A method according to claim 8 wherein said step of 25
cooling comprises at least one of an active cooling process
and a passive cooling process.
13. A method of eliminating crystals in an optical fiber
preform made from one of heavy metal fluoride glasses, chal-
cogenide glasses, and germanate glasses, comprising the 30
steps of:
aligning an axis of said preform with a local gravity vector,
said axis defining a direction along which an optical
fiber will be drawn from said preform;
applying a magnetic field to said preform in a direction that ss
is parallel to said axis and directionally opposite to the
direction of the local gravity vector;
heating said preform to a temperature that causes said
preform to melt;
maintaining said steps of applying and heating until crys- 40
tals in said preform are eliminated;
cooling said preform to a glass transition temperature
thereof while maintaining said preform in said magnetic
field;
maintaining said step of cooling for a period of time suffi- 45
cient to relieve thermal stress in said preform; and
subsequently cooling said preform to a temperature that is
less than said glass transition temperature of said pre-
form.
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14.A method according to claim 13 further comprising the
step of placing said preform in a magnetically-permeable
housing that retains the shape of said preform during said step
of heating.
15.A method according to claim 13 further comprising the
step of encasing said preform in a magnetically-permeable
material that will not melt during said step of heating.
16.A method according to claim 13 wherein each said step
of cooling comprises at least one of an active cooling process
and a passive cooling process.
17.A method of producing a crystal-free non-oxide optical
fiber, comprising the steps of:
aligning an axis an optical fiber preform made from one of
heavy metal fluoride glasses, chalcogenide glasses, and
germanate glasses with a local gravity vector, said axis
defining a direction along which an optical fiber will be
drawn from said preform;
applying a first magnetic field to said preform as said
preform is heated to at least a melting temperature
thereof until crystals in said preform are eliminated, said
first magnetic field being applied in a direction that is
parallel to said axis;
cooling said preform to a temperature that is less than a
glass transition temperature of said preform while main-
taining said preform in said first magnetic field to
thereby yield a processed preform that retains said axis
along which an optical fiber is to be drawn;
aligning said axis of said processed preform with the local
gravity vector; and
drawing an optical fiber from said processed preform in the
presence of a second magnetic field applied in a direc-
tion that is parallel to said axis of said processed pre-
form.
18.A method according to claim 17 further comprising the
step of placing said preform in a magnetically-permeable
housing that retains the shape of said preform as said preform
is heated to said melting temperature thereof.
19. A method according to claim 17 wherein a direction of
each of said first magnetic field and said second magnetic
field is opposite to the direction of the local gravity vector.
20. A method according to claim 17 wherein said step of
cooling includes the step of holding said preform at said glass
transition temperature thereof for a period of time that is
sufficient to relieve thermal stress in said preform.
21. A method according to claim 17 wherein said step of
cooling comprises at least one of an active cooling process
and a passive cooling process.
